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We’ve all heard the myth: You can’t
get good pizza in California. That
may have once been true, but one
day in Orange County will dispute
it. Stellar examples of pizza dot the
landscape. A book could be written highlighting each favorite
neighborhood New York-style slice
or pizza parlor, but authentic
Neapolitan to deep dish Chicago
are never too far away. Here are exceptional cases of notable pizza
styles in Orange County.
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Authentic Neapolitan (VPN)
Pizza e Vino
As you pull into the strip mall parking lot, you don’t
expect to find Orange County’s only Verace Pizza
Napoletana certified pizzeria, Pizza e Vino. But descend the grand staircase and you’ll be dining lakeside
on bona fide Neapolitan pizza. Pizza e Vino adheres to
the strict guidelines and culinary traditions of Naples.
Cooked for 60-120 seconds in an 800- to 900-degree
wood-burning oven, the delicate dough rises into a
soft leopard spotted crust. San Marzano tomatoes,
grown in the volcanic soils surrounding Mount Vesuvius, give the sauce a bittersweet quality many chefs
declare comes from no other tomato.
The classic pie, Mozzarella di Bufala, arrives with
puddles of fresh tomato sauce and extra virgin olive oil,
scattered with dabs of Buffalo mozzarella and fresh basil
leaves. Served unsliced, just like in Naples, it’s a simple
and perfect Margherita. For a more robust pie, they offer
toppings like the Mona Lisa ($$) with tender artichoke
hearts, house dried tomatoes, ribbons of roasted pepper
and Gaeta olives or Prosciutto e Funghi ($15.50) with
Parma ham and house-roasted mushrooms.
Address: 31441 Santa Margarita Pkwy., Rancho
Santa Margarita, CA 92688; 949-713-1500;
www.pizzaevino.net
Price: Pizzas range $12-$25.50

Neapolitan Style (Bold)
Pizzeria Ortica
Under David Myer, Executive Chef Justin Miller
crafts one of the finest Neapolitan-style pizzas in Orange County. The crust is everything you want: a pliable chew, a tickle of tart fermentation and savory salt
all encased in a thin layer of blister char. Chef Miller
pulls these qualities from the Neapolitan tradition –
complete with a 300-year-old starter from outside
Naples – then spikes the conventional methods with
high gluten bread flour and bold strokes of beguiling
toppings. With locally sourced produce, pizzas such
as the Salame Piccante e Funghi ($17) with an array
of mushrooms and fiery salame are always recommended. The Milanesa ($16) with grassy fontina
cheese and asparagus tips is finished when your fork
punctures the runny yolk of the Parmigiano Reggiano
dusted fried egg.
Still, the Margherita ($13) awash in crushed San
Marzano tomatoes, Californian mozzarella and fragrant leaves of basil is difficult to resist. The tender
crust weeps rich, pulpy tomatoes and floating island of
white mozzarella drift into each bite.
Address: 650 Anton Boulevard, Suite J, Costa
Mesa, CA 92626; 714-445-4900;
www.pizzeriaortica.com
Price: Pizzas range $12-$18
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Neapolitan Style (Delicate)
Ecco
Tucking into the Costa Mesa retail campus of The
Camp, the trail to Ecco is lined with succulents and
piped in ambient nature sounds. Pizzaiolo Carlo Abarca
approaches his pizzas with a delicate touch. The thin
crackery crust is predominantly flat from edge to tip,
with grand charred bubbles rising from the surface. The
pizzas are crisper than traditional Neapolitans, with undulating browning from the wood-fire oven. When
sliced, the center soaks up the diffused pools of oil so
when you lift a slice, it limply drapes over your fingers.
The White ($14) pizza is a pale dewy blend of crème
fraiche, fresh mozzarella, fontina, grana padano and torn
leaves of basil. It’s a mild pizza that pairs well with Ecco’s
crisp salads. The Margherita ($12) spattered in crushed
San Marzano tomatoes, fresh mozzarella, basil and olive
oil is also refreshingly gentle, but with acidity from the
sauce. For a more hearty pizza, head straight for the seasonal special like the Guanciale ($16), topped with
curly hunks of cured pork jowl. Further adorned with
paper-thin slices of red pear, caramelized onions, mozzarella, gorgonzola on a wash of mascarpone cheese, it’s a
must whenever it appears on the menu.
Address: The Camp, 2937 Bristol St., Costa
Mesa 92626; 714-444-3226; www.eccocm.com
Prices: Pizzas range $12-$16

Artisan Bakery
Pizzeria Mozza
The third outpost of Nancy Silverton, Mario Batali
and Joe Bastianich’s Pizzeria Mozza has landed in
Newport Beach. Though some people protest that this
crusty loaf isn’t pizza, frankly, they are wrong. Mozza’s
lineage traced back to Silverton’s La Brea Bakery,
opened in 1989, where she elevated the standard’s rustic breads for the entire country. Her intricate breadmaking skills are applied to her malty bulbous crusts.
With similar pizzerias blooming in Southern California, it’s clear the artisan bakery style is taking hold.
If you’re a small party, ask for a seat at the pizza bar
where you can watch the chefs nimbly assemble miles
of pizzas. It’s by far the best seat in the house. Seeming
thin disks of dough are drowned in mountains of topping. When these pizzas emerge from the eightminute trip through the wood-fire oven, the crust has
dramatically risen into a tall ridge of charred bread,
while the topping sink down into a flat flavorful valley.
Start with the Margherita ($14). This interpretation
of the classic is spread in a deep red patina of sauce with
molten mozzarella under fruity, robust olive oil. Springs
of young basil wilt where they brush the pie’s heat, but
stand flush and tall across the pizza’s face. Funghi Misti
($17) with earthy mushrooms buttery fontina, smearripened taleggio and a wisp of thyme is a savory rich favorite. One of the most beautiful pies is the Brussels
Sprouts ($17). Formed from a mound of vegetable
leaves with crescents of red onions, pecorino and
streamers of pancetta, this pie is even better with the addition of a creamy yolk from a farm fresh egg ($3).
Address: 800 West Coast Highway, Newport Beach,
CA 92663; 949-945-1126; www.pizzeriamozza.com
Price: Pizzas range $14-$24
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Chicago
Selma’s Chicago Style
Chicago-style pizza – according to the menu, a TRUE
“pizza pie” – is always worth the 20-minute wait.
When this behemoth arrives, it’s obvious why some
people call this the casserole of pizza. The retaining
wall of crust brims with oozing long tendrils of mozzarella under a rich blanket of tomato sauce. You can
order it as is – finished with a dusting of parmesan – or
filled with the toppings of your choice. Options such
as homemade meatballs, Italian sausage, fresh mushrooms and jalapenos fit the pie to your inclination.
Set upon a pedestal, juicy red pulp tumbles from the
spatula as the waitress serves a slice – and you will only
need one slice. A small deep dish with one topping
($12.75) can easily feed three to four people. With
three locations (San Clemente, Rancho Santa Margarita and Ladera Ranch), you don’t need a plane, or
fast train, to get a Chicago-style pie.
Address: 218 Avenida Del Mar, San Clemente,
CA 92672-4005; 949-276-2828;
www.selmaschicagopizzeria.com
Price: Pizzas range (Small) $8.70 - (Large) $23.70

Assembly Line
Pie-ology
Built-to-order pizza just makes sense. There is no reason
to hide the theatrical steps of stretching the dough,
arrangement of topping and the flame-filled mouth of
the oven. Pie-ology’s pizzas begin with house-made
dough, pressed, par baked then piled high with unlimited toppings – such as artichoke hearts, pepperoni,
chicken and minced garlic – for just $7.50. After a trip
through the 600- to 700-degree oven, the pizza emerges
with an ultra thin crisp crust under a grand smear of
mozzarella and the plethora of toppings you selected.
The dough is what sets this pizza apart. Made in
house daily, it shatters when folded, but retains a
moist doughy interior. Studded with bits of char and a
faint smokiness, it has a significant depth of flavor
compared to other pizzas in this price range. Magnanimous owner Carl Chang can often be found enjoying
his creation. But soon he’ll have to split his pizza-eating time; Pie-ology is opening a second location in
Irvine later this year.
Address: 516 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton,
CA 92831; 714-447-4064; www.pieology.com
Price: Pizzas range $6-$7.50
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Chain
zpizza
Now a national chain, each zpizza still
conducts itself as though the Pacific
Ocean breeze is wafting through the
kitchen. Established in Laguna
Beach in 1986, founder Sid Fanarof
sought to make a pizza that “is not
just better tasting, but better for
you.” All locations use fresh and
local ingredients – organic when
possible – and the mozzarella
comes exclusively from a herd of
500 grass-fed Wisconsin cows.
Nationwide, each zpizza serves
the same menu. But like most chains, quality varies
by locations. The Brea outpost, opened in the summer
of 2011, gets an especially good char on its pizzas in
the restaurant’s deck oven. You can taste a hint of
wheat in the crust and the sweetness of the 100% certified organic tomato puree in zpizza’s sauce.
The sweet peanut sauce on the Thai ($9.95 - small)
combined with spicy chicken, red onions, serrano
chilies, fresh cilantro leaves, carrots and snappy bean
sprouts is addictive. Though it’s a huge step away
from what one thinks of as pizza, it works. But the
surprise favorite is the Berkeley Vegan ($10.50 small). Dressed with marinara, vegan cheese, veggie
burger crumbles, medallions of zucchini, tomatoes,
mushrooms, red onions and bell peppers, this vegetable pizza really is reminiscent of Berkeley (if you’ve
been to Fat Slice on Telegraph Ave., you know the
taste). The floral scent of the Daiya cheese isn’t for
everyone, and fortunately, this pizza tastes just as
good without it.

Kelly Bone is a food writer and
photographer. Contact Kelly at
kellymbone@gmail.com

Address: 421 S. Associated Road, Brea CA
92821; 714-257-3000; www.stores.zpizza.com/brea
Price: Pizzas range (Small) $8.50 – (X-Large)
$21.50
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